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Youngest Fastest Gun Alive!
Winner of the 2011 
    Cowboy Fast Draw 
        World Championship



The crowd went crazy with cheer. I was so happy and 
excited and had to really hold back the tears. My parents 
were so proud and could not hold back their tears. I never 
thought that at age 14 I would have won The Fastest Gun 
Alive. It was the happiest day of my life.
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I’ve had a love for this sport since I was a toddler. I would put on my cowboy boots, plastic 
holster, toy gun, and my dad’s cowboy hat, line up with the wall, and make my cousin give the 
commands, “Shooter on line.” “Shooter ready.” 

At age 6, I started competing in Billy the Kid World Fast Draw. Only going to local contests and 
Canada, a lot of times I could not compete unless I entered in the men’s division as there was no 
“Billy the Kid” for that contest. Then World Fast Draw started dying off in our area so I did not 
shoot for approximately four years. 

At age 12, I started shooting Cowboy Fast Draw. My first contest I shot in juniors with times of 
high 60s — low 70s of a second (0.60 to 0.70 of a second). 

In less than a year’s time, I started shooting in the high 40s (0.40 of a second). In 2011, I started 
working harder on finding the target and shooting faster. In June 2011, I was at the Nevada State 
Championship. I was shooting in the high 30s taking out my competition one by one. Then it came 
down to me and one other shooter, “Gentleman Jim” (my grandfather), shooting it off for first 
place. 

I was so nervous shooting against my grandfather that I could not find the target if my life 
depended on it. Gentleman Jim took first place, and I took second. 

Four months later was the World Championship. Not starting out well, I got 3 Xs and held on for 
dear life and made it in the Magnificent 7, taking first seat with the fastest time. 

I was right on with the target, only missing one shot, and took out my competition. I was the 
youngest ever to win the World Championship at age 14. 

Left: Posed photo, adult supervised, unloaded - 
hammer down on empty chamber, with remote camera.
Top right:  TJ, age 1, in 1998.
Right: TJ competing in the final round of the 2011. 
Fastest Gun Alive World Championship of Cowboy 
Fast Draw.
Bottom: A family with three generations of shooters. 
(From L to R) Todd Sr - father, Jim - grandfather, and 
TJ.

Youngest Fastest Gun Alive!
By: Todd Vonfeldt, Jr., aka “Oregon Ranger” (14)



The Coin by John H. Manhold is an Indie National Excellence award-
winning mystery and suspense novel. Reviewers are enthusiastic 
and write “…unfolds like a well-constructed Chinese Puzzle revealing 
depths of research and insight into ancient history and our 9/11 world… 
and call The Coin …”a fast-paced adventure….”!
The story is centered on an exciting thrill ride of a search for a 3,000-year-
old coin through France, Andora, Spain, Morocco and Mexico. The 
riveting action-packed quest includes a series of murders, international 
thefts, and even a suspicious military Al-Qaida-style operation. The cast 
of characters include a mysterious Arab, a beautiful Russian temptress, 
a rabidly anti-Muslim acolyte, an inner circle of Mafia, a select group of 
CIA operatives, and finally the U. S. Attorney-General! 
The Coin is a thrilling novel for our time and a ‘must read’ for anyone 
who loves murder, mystery, and international adventure.
> As one reviewer says, “I gave it an A on my proverbial scale. I would 
recommend it to all that enjoy a James Bond thriller which is a little 
more like the real world.” 

www.amazon.com

Call Toll-Free 800-628-9818
Order at www.gunsmagazine.com

Team GUNS T-Shirt
Nobody ever had too many T-shirts,except us and we
need to clear them out. Get this top quality, pre-shrunk
100% cotton T-shirt imprinted with Team GUNS logo on
the front and back.
(Colors: Ash or Black)(Sizes: M,L,XL,XXL)

$21.95 each ($31.95 Outside U.S.)
(Price includes shipping)

GET YOUR GUNS GEAR!

ORDER
TODAY!

Tshirt_1.3  11/15/07  1:57 PM  Page 1
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*Great Indoor/
outdoor actIvIty

*new clubs FormInG

CowBoy Fast Draw

Visit our website at:

{ {

}
EvEr WondEr HoW Fast You Would HavE sHot 

In an old WEst GunFIGHt? 

JoIn today!!!

}

*Great sport For the 
whole FamIly!

noW You 
Can 

FInd out!

cowboy Fast draw assocIatIon

P.O. Box 5 • Fernley, NV 89408 • 775-575-1802

www.cowboyfastdraw.com

Dedicated to the Cowboy Way

Real HolsteRs, Real Guns, witH wax Bullets

®

The Newest 
in the MGM 
.22 Rim�re 
Series

 

The Newest 
in the MGM 
.22 Rim�re 
Series
The .22 Football Target - 
Fun, Competitive, AR 400 Steel 
Target, Solid MGM Construction 
See the full line of .22 Targets at
www.mgmtargets.com
Call 888-767-7371
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Mossberg’s
Tactical AR .22
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My rifle is a .22 LR Mossberg International 702 
Plinkster on an AR platform. I got my .22 by earning 

money from helping my dad when I was 10 years old. I 
purchased it from Simerly’s in Wendell, Idaho, for $230. I 
love my little .22; it is my favorite gun. The reason why I 
like my Mossberg .22 so much is because it doesn’t kick, 
and it is very light and mobile. 

This Mossberg is in the shape of an M4. The stock can be 
adjusted with six positions just like my custom Stag AR .223. 
The gun has five rails for accessories. I have a flashlight, a 
bipod, and a grip on it. I added those to make my gun look 
cooler, and for stability. 

One of the most important things that sticks out is the 
front sight. The gun came with sights made out of plastic 
that I didn’t like. That’s why my dad and I put on a red dot 
sight. The trigger has a nice, easy pull. Most of the time, the 
gun fires and doesn’t jam, but sometimes the gun will get 
jammed when the action gets really dirty. 

My Mossberg .22 rifle is very accurate. I would recommend 
buying it now because it looks better and comes with a 
25-round clip and not a 10-rounder. The scope didn’t come 
with the gun; my dad already had it. The scope is a BSA 
red dot scope. I didn’t know how to mount the scope at the 
time I purchased the rifle, so my dad did it. I like the scope 
because it’s a red dot and helps me focus on my target. On the 
scope, there is a control for the red dot brightness, and it has 
a large sight view for quick shooting. I would recommend 
the Mossberg .22 rifle because it is fun and inexpensive to 
shoot for an AR .22.

Editor’s Note: Hayden recently started shooting for 
“Junior Shooters” magazine in 3-Gun competitions where 
he uses his Mossberg Tactical .22 autoloader for practice 
on a regular basis. It has increased his performance 
significantly.

By: Hayden Lierman (12)



Mossberg’s
Tactical AR .22

Specifications
• Adjustable six-position stock 10-3/4” – 14.5” LOP
• .22 LR
• 18” barrel
• 25-round magazine
• Black synthetic stock
• Carry handle with adjustable rear sight
• A2 M4 style front sight
• Based on the proven 702 autoloader

Check it out at www.mossberg.com

R.A.M.P. UP YOUR AR!

WWW.WARNESCOPEMOUNTS.COM    800-683-5590    

RUGGED STRENGTH & DURABILITY - NEVER LOSES ZERO

CANTILEVER DESIGN FOR PROPER EYE RELIEF

DUAL 45° SIDE RAILS PROVIDE INSTANT TRANSITION 
BETWEEN SCOPE AND RED DOT WITHOUT LOSING YOUR 
SHOOTING POSITION

Rapid Acquisition Multi-Sight Platform
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Far left: Hayden with his Mossberg Tactical .22.
Top left: Hayden’s sister Alisah using Hayden’s Tactical 
.22 during 3-Gun practice.
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So you think you want to reload some 
ammo?  Maybe you just purchased your 
first centerfire weapon and you want to 
save some money on practice ammo?  
Maybe you want to create some customized 
loads that the ammo factories don’t offer?   
Maybe you want to fine-tune your loads to 
give you more success on the range or in 
the field?  Maybe you need to reload out of 
necessity because you own firearms with 
rare chambering?  Maybe you are looking 
for a great new hobby?  There are lots of 
reasons to reload, but today, most people 
start reloading for one major reason – you 
can save money.

Whatever your objective is, we want to 
help you figure out if reloading is right for 
you; then, determine the best way to get 
started.  Reloading is simple really.  All 
it takes is patience and attention to detail, 
because safety is job number one.  Let’s 
get started.

What do I need to get started?  Research 
is always important before diving into a 
hobby like reloading.  The first thing to buy 
is the book - The ABC’s of Reloading by 
Dean Grennell. If you are less into reading 

By: ????????
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and more into watching, another recommended place to start 
is watching Sierra’s Beginning Handgun Reloading and 
Beginning Rifle Reloading DVDs.  The DVDs are available 
on Sierra’s website, www.Sierrabullets.com.  

Before we describe the equipment necessary to begin 
the hobby of reloading, let’s talk about the end product 
— ammunition.  The anatomy of 
ammunition is broken down into four 
parts: the primer, the powder, the 
cartridge case, and the projectile or 
bullet. Each of these components is 
described in more detail on Starline’s 
Anatomy of Ammo page at www.
starlinebrass.com.   Reloading is 
the process of combining these four 
components to make the finished, loaded 
ammunition.  As you begin shopping for 

By: Hunter Pilant
Starline

Learn  it.

Load    it.

Pass    it on.
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these components, a few 
manufacturers to look 
for are CCI for primers, 
Hodgdon for powder, 
Starline for brass, and 
Sierra for bullets. Since 
the primer, powder, and 
bullet are consumed 
when shot, the brass 
is the only component 
that can be recycled.  
Using quality brass, like 
Starline brass, can save 
you money and help 
you build accurate loads 
time after time, while 
using the same case. 

The equipment 
you purchase will 
be dictated by your 
budget, the quantity of 
ammunition you plan to 

produce, and how much 
time you are willing to 
spend reloading.

The basic piece of 
equipment for hand-
loading is the press. A 
press is a device that 
uses compound leverage 
to push the cases into 
the dies that perform 
the loading operations. 
Presses vary from 
simple, inexpensive, 
single-stage models, to 
complex, progressive 
models that will eject 
a loaded cartridge with 
each pull of a lever, at 
rates of ten rounds a 
minute. 

Presses: 
Beginning reloaders should start with either a single-stage 

press or a turret press. A popular single-stage press is the 
Hornady Lock-N-Load Classic press (Hornady #085001). 
This press actually uses bushings to hold your dies in place.  
You can set the die in the bushing once and then remove the 
entire unit when changing dies without losing their setting. 
This is especially handy when loading small batches or when 
you reload for many different calibers. Another popular press 
is the RCBS Rock Chucker (RCBS #9356). This is a very 
well-built press and is generally the standard by which all 

other single-stage presses are judged. Hornady even makes 
a conversion for the Rock Chucker to utilize their Lock-N-
Load bushings (Hornady #044095). If you are on a budget or 
you only plan to reload a few hundred rounds a year, you will 
be able to get by with a press that’s as affordable as the Lee 
Reloader Press (Lee #90045). This is a good beginner press 
that will come in handy many times, even if you upgrade to 

Top left: Robert Hayden Sr., with grandson, Cameron 
working on an RCBS turret press.
Left: Starline’s anatomy of ammunition.
Bottom left: Starline brass.
Above top: Inspecting brass after it comes out of a draw 
press.
Above middle: Quality control on the settings for 
manufacturing brass.
Above right: A RCBS Rock Chucker press with Hodgdon  
powder.

a more expensive press at a latter time. Lee reloading dies 
come with the shellholder required for the cartridge and with 
a powder dipper to measure powder by volume. With this 
press and dies, you can be up and reloading for under $60.

Turret presses also offer many advantages. Turret presses 
should not be confused with progressive presses in that they 
only have one shellholder on the ram and the dies are located 
in a turret above that ram. The turret indexes the desired die 
over the ram. You can use the turret press by loading one 
cartridge at a time and indexing the turret to the next stage 
without having to remove the case; or you can run every 
case through a single die, index the turret to the next die, and 
run every case through that die. Most turret presses will have 
five or seven die locations. Since most handgun die sets use 
three dies and most rifle die sets use two dies, you can leave 
two to three different sets of dies set up in your turret press 
without having to change anything but the shellholder when 
changing calibers. Popular turret presses are the Redding 
T-7 (Redding #67000) and the RCBS Turret Press (RCBS 
#88901).  You can expect to pay almost twice the price of a 
single-stage press for a turret press.

Progressive presses use a shell plate which holds several 
cases on the ram, and the dies are located in a stationary 
position. The shell plate is indexed to locate the case to the 
desired stage in the reloading process. Every stroke of the 
handle will produce a finished round with a progressive press, 
but they are more difficult to learn and more expensive. The 
toolheads are removable in many progressive presses which 
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makes changing calibers easier. A progressive press for a 
beginner would only be recommended if you were going 
to do a high volume of reloading. A good press for this is 
the Dillon RL550B (Dillon #14261). Just like any hobby, 
you can continue to upgrade your equipment and eventually 
step up to machines like the Dillon 650 and the Dillon 1050. 
These presses can be set up with automatic bullet feed and 
automatic case feeders that make reloading as simple as just 
pulling a handle.

Dies and Shellholders: 
Almost all reloading presses use a 7/8”-14 thread for the 

dies, so any brand of dies can be used in any press. Some 
popular brands of dies are Hornady, Redding, RCBS,  Lyman, 
and Lee. For handgun cartridges, be sure and purchase a die 
set with a carbide sizing die or a TiN-coated sizing die or 
you will be required to use case lube for sizing. For most 
rifle calibers, you will only be able to get steel dies, but it is 
worth the investment to get a neck-sizing die in addition to 
the standard full-length die set. A separate crimp die is also a 
good investment for handgun cartridges and rifle cartridges 
that require a crimp. Some die sets such as the Lee will come 
with the shellholder required for use with that caliber, but 
most of the time you will have to buy this separately. (Many 
times one shellholder will work with several calibers.) 

Priming Tools: 
While most single-stage and turret presses include a 

priming attachment, some reloaders prefer using handheld 
priming tools. The handheld priming tools give you a 
better “feel” when priming and are generally faster to use 
than the priming attachments on the press. Some brands 
recommended are the Lee AutoPrime (Lee #90230), which 
requires its own shellholders, and the RCBS Universal 
Hand Priming Tool (RCBS #90201), which requires no 
shellholders at all.

Powder Measures and Scales: 
Unless you are using the Lee Powder 

Dippers, you will need to purchase a 
powder measure and a scale. Brands 
preferred are the Hornady Lock-N-Load 
Powder Measure (Hornady #050069) 
or the RCBS Uniflow Powder Measure 
(RCBS #09010). A quality set of balance 
beam scales will serve you well, but many 
reloaders prefer to use an electronic scale 
such as the Hornady Lock-N-Load Bench 
Scale (Hornady #050108) or the MTM 
Mini Digital Reloading Scale (MTM 
#DS750).

Miscellaneous Equipment: 
A good set of dial or digital calipers is a must for reloading 

so you can measure case length and cartridge length while 
loading. You will also need a vibratory case tumbler such 
as the Berry’s MFG 400 Vibratory Brass Cleaner (Barry’s 
#65555) and polishing 
media, or Lyman’s 
Turbo Sonic Cleaner. A 
walnut media such as 
Berry’s Walnut Coarse 
14/30 Grit (Berry’s 
#75221) is popular. You 
will also need a case lube 
such as Hornady One 
Shot (Hornady #9991) 
and a Chamfering tool, 
such as the Hornady 
Chamfer Deburr tool 
(Hornady #050017). A case trimmer is not really necessary 
for reloading handgun brass but may be necessary for rifle 
brass. Lyman has an excellent case trimmer.

 

Kits:
 Most manufacturers sell a reloading starter kit that includes 

everything you’ll need, or almost everything required to 
start reloading.  One is the Hornady Lock-N-Load Classic 
Kit Deluxe (Hornady #085010). You could pick this kit up 
for around $320. For someone on a smaller budget, the Lee 
Breechlock Challenger Kit (Lee #90030) can be picked up 
for about $120.

Reference Material:
A good reloading manual is a must, and the more you own, 

the better. Bullet manufacturers provide load data specific 
to their bullets, while powder manufacturers give you 
load data specific to their powders. Using both is popular, 
which allows you to compare the two, if possible. Powder 
manufacturers generally pressure test their loads so you will 
have a very good idea how hot a load actually is. Bullet 
manufacturers generally shoot their loads for accuracy 
and will often have ballistic charts to go with the data. It is 
also worth noting that a manufacturer’s latest data makes 
all previous data obsolete. Always be sure to have the most 
current data available in case the manufacturer has found 
a reason to change their data. Hodgdon has an excellent 
reloading manual. Go to their website at www.hodgdon.com 
and check out their Reloading Data Center.

There you have it - everything you need to know to start 
reloading.  Well, maybe we didn’t cover everything, but 
now you should be pointed in the right direction to begin 
your new reloading hobby.  But you are not beginning this 
journey alone.  All the manufacturers mentioned here have 
technical support resources to answer any question you 
may have as you get started.  The social networks are also 
filled with dozens of blogs, YouTube videos, Facebook and 
Twitter posts that cover all aspects of reloading.  Good luck 
and have fun.

Top: Lee Hand Priming Tool.
Left: RCBS Uniflow Powder Measure.

Top: Lyman brass 
cleaner.
Left: Lyman case trimmer.
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Lyman Ultrasonic Cleaner

L.L. Bean

MKS Supply Gun Grip
L.L. Bean’s internal cap light and their 100th anniversary 
Swiss army knife are great products. I especially like the cap 
light as it has two different lights: a little one on the front 
that looks out and then two inside ones that look down. You 
can switch back and forth between them. The Swiss army 
knife is a nice basic one and the wood frame is unusual. 
Check them out at www.L.L. Bean.com.

Cap Light and 100th Anniversary Knife

Boy, this is the way to go to clean your brass and gun parts. 
Check it out at www.lymanproducts.com.
.

Tuff 1 gun grip covers from MKS Supply fit just about any 
semi-automatic pistol. They provide a firm grip and a little 
padding. Check them out at www.mkssupply.com.

Light My Fire Knife
A sharp, sturdy, flexible knife from Sweden and the handle 
contains a fire starter. Check it out: www.lightmyfire.com.
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Camp

Hot Mocs Beanie

Magpul ACS Stock

SOG Knives FastHawk

I really like the new Hot Mocs beanie hat. It has a little 
pocket that you can put one of their heat packs in and keeps 
your head nice and warm in even the coldest weather. Check 
them out at www.hotmocs.com.
.

The Outdoor Game

Magpul’s ACS collapsible AR stocks are really nice. They 
lock into position well, are easy to adjust, and come with 
a little storage space. They include a couple of .223 plastic 
bullets used for pushing out the front pivot pin. There is also 
room for some cleaning supplies. Check them out at www.
magpul.com.

The outdoor game CAMP is a great family game. You can 
play it at home or take it camping with you. There is an 
amazing amount of information about the outdoors and it 
is a lot of fun. Each player can actually play at different 
levels so it is great for all ages. Check it out at www.
educationoutdoors.net.

.

The SOG FastHawk is fast, light, and easy to carry. 
Chopping, breaking, cutting, hammering, piercing, digging, 
prying, pounding, shaving, notching, opening, and throwing 
are all capabilities well within the FastHawk’s reach. Check 
it out at www.sogknives.com.
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Energizer has some cool stuff for the outdoors:
Top left: The carabiner LED area light.
Left and bottom: The 360 degree cap light.
Top: The dual universal charger.
Above middle: The safety flasher.

Energizer
Gear
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Brownells MSR AR-15 Parts

Brownells has just about every part you need 
to build your own AR-15 rifle. Here are just 
some of the parts we have been using. Check 
them out at www.brownells.com.

1. AR-15 tactical bolt catch.
2. .308 stripped upper receiver.
3. BCM Gunfighter charging handle.
4. LR08 AR-15 ambidextrous safety.
5. DPMS lower parts kit. 
6. CMC drop in trigger group.

51

2

3

4

6



Caldwell Shooting Supplies
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Caldwell Shooting Supplies has some of the best shooting 
accessories which will help make your shooting experience 
fun! The rifle on the right is a Weatherby Vanguard youth 
model .243 Winchester with a Alpen 3-9X scope sitting in 

the Caldwell Lead Sled®. Check them out at:
 www.caldwellshooting.com



Buffer Technologies

Outdoor Edge’s SwingBlaze
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Buffer Technologies has some outstanding recoil buffers 
for many firearms including the AR-15 and Ruger 10/22. 
Their recoil buffers greatly reduce felt recoil and improve 
accuracy. They also carry numerous firearm accessories. 

Check them out at www.buffertech.com.

Simply push the lock button and the blade changes from 
a drop-point skinner to the ultimate gutting blade to open 
game like a zipper.  Cuts beneath the skin to eliminate the 
chance of cutting hair or internal organs. Comes complete 
with a quality nylon belt sheath and is lifetime guaranteed. 

Check them out at: www.outdooredge.com.
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Ruger’s Hawkeye .22/250
Ruger’s M77 Hawkeye with its laminated stock, stainless 

finish, and smooth operation in 22-250 has to be my favorite 
rifle for long-range varmint hunting. I have friends that take 
varmint hunting to the elevation level where we set up our 
elk camp. They get their campers and wall tents and plan 
week-long outings. Often these plans include multiple rifles, 
anything from AR-15 service rifles, custom rifles of varying 
caliber to factory rifles like the Hawkeye. Around my part 
of the world, we have small ground squirrels we call “picket 
pins” to larger ground squirrels to rockchuck. The smallest 
targets usually get the attention of my rimfire rifles; that, is 
until they wise up, and then the only shots I get are 150-plus 
yards away. That is when I reach for something a bit more 
powerful - something able to reach out and touch with more 
oomph. Lately that something has been the Hawkeye in 22-
250. 

I found the rifle extremely accurate. Using Winchester’s 
22-250 45-grain JHP Varmint ammo, I was able to totally 
destroy ground squirrels out to 250-plus yards with ease. 
At those distances, if I missed, it was me and not the rifle. 
My goal now would have to be to find some suitable targets 
farther out. 

The Hawkeye is a great rifle for NRA sporting rifle 
matches as well. Josh used our test rifle at the 2011 Snake 
River Sportsmen annual Sporting Rifle Match. This was 
his first Sporting Rifle Match, and he did great. The rifle 
is topped with a Bushnell Elite 6x24 power scope with a 
sunshield, a very good scope for varmint hunting that did a 
good job for the 200-yard match. 

The laminated stock is a really nice combination of colors. 
I don’t think it was meant to blend into the environment, 
but its muted tones don’t flash as much as some color 
combinations. I like that. I also like the laser-etched Ruger 
logo on the magazine floorplate. The good trigger breaks 
nicely at  2.38 pounds. 

I really like the three-position safety. This is a feature I 
found myself using as I transitioned from stationary to low 
crawl around my hide to access targets. I found myself using 
all four basic shooting positions to accommodate high grass 

and terrain obstacles. 
The Hawkeye comes with a Green Mountain laminated 

stock, stainless-steel finish and a two-stage trigger. The 
trigger is excellent. I am not a great fan of laminated stocks. 
They are great in every way you can think of, but who can 
beat a great piece of American walnut for beauty. However, 
I was really pleased with the color combination of Ruger’s 
Green Mountain stock. It didn’t seem to stick out to me 
when I first saw the rifle nor as I began accumulating photos 
for this article. However, what I have found is this stock 
blends in with almost every field background I could put 
it in. I liked that. Some laminated stocks are ugly and stick 
out. The subdued colors coupled with the stainless-steel 
finish set this rifle apart. I was surprised by that. When I go 
to the field for some serious varmint hunting, I camo up. 
This rifle’s stock blends in better than I thought it would, 
and the matte finish did as well. 

The stock has nice, smooth features. I like the checked 
pistol grip. 

The nonrotating Mauser-type extractor is the best anyone 
has ever come up with. It’s the most positive system and 
familiar to just about every shooter in the world.  

The scope mounts are machined directly into the receiver 
of the rifle. This provides for a very stable mounting surface.

The unique floorplate latch is worth mentioning. Ruger 
scored with this one as far as I’m concerned. Steel floorplates 
are almost a thing of the past except in custom rifles. The 
flush release on the trigger guard along with the solid feel 
of the floorplate and latch assembly is really nice. I hate to 
say this is something I’ve been looking for in a rifle when 
accuracy and function are so important, but, hey, what can 
I say.

Overall, I give Ruger very high marks for this rifle 
because they have figured out something that I have said for 
some time: Make a varmint rifle that has the features of a 
target rifle. This combination will go anywhere. The rifle is 
available in Ruger .204, 22-250, and .223. It really is a great 
all-around hunting, target, and just plain fun rifle.
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Ruger’s Hawkeye .22/250 By: Terry Bowers

Top left: Josh used the Hawkeye in a sporting 
rifle match and had excellent results.
Top right: Hayden Hixson (15) checked out the 
Hawkeye and got great groups.
Middle left: Hawkeye’s floorplate and latch is 
really nice.
Middle right: Five-shot group at 100 yards about 
1/2 MOA.
Bottom: Action open close up - .223 on left and 
.22/250 on right.



THE NEW MODEL 3

Choose your configuration

Add the accessories

The world’s best optic and accessory ready carbine
featuring the ever expandable V-RS Modular Rail platform

FEATURES

Scan the QR code 
with your mobile device

Highly Customizable
Fast Configuration Changes
Adaptable To Any Application
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1300 W. Henry St. • Sedalia, MO 65301
© 2012 Starline Brass

Proven to PerformProven to Perform

Call or 
check 
web 

site for 
prices.

Call or 
check 
web 

site for 
prices.

NEW H UNPRIMED H BRASS

CALIBER 

This is a partial list. 
Call or check web site for a 
complete list of products.

30 LUGER
7.62X25 TOKAREV
380 AUTO 
9MM
9 MM LARGO
9 SUPER COMP (9X23)
38 SUPER
38 SUPER +P
38 SUPER COMP
38 TJ
38 SHORT COLT 
38 LONG COLT
38 SPECIAL
357 MAG
357 SIG
40 S&W
10MM
40 SUPER
45 G.A.P. 
45 AUTO
45 AUTO RIM
45 COLT
460 MAG
500 S&W MAG (R)

ORDER 
Factory Direct

      

           or call 1-800-280-6660
www.starlinebrass.com

Julie Goloski Golob
•  12 Time USPSA National Champion
• 7 Time Ladies World Speed  
  Shooting Champion
•  4 Time IDPA Ladies National 

Champion

Bruce Piatt
•  5 Time Bianchi Cup 

Champion 
•  16 Time USPSA National 

Law Enforcement  
Champion

•  5 Time 3-Gun Tactical 
Match World Champion

Doug Koenig
•  18 Time Masters  

International Champion
•  13 Time Bianchi  

Cup Champion

ike these champions, Starline knows what it takes to become 
the best. We believe you must take the time to absorb feedback  
and then enhance your process. It’s the attention to detail that 
helps Starline make the finest brass, case after case, shot after 
shot. Let us prove to you what these champions already know. 
A Great Shot Starts with Starline Brass.

Todd Jarrett
•  9 Time USPSA 

National Champion
•  1 Time IPSC World 

Champion
•  3 Time World Steel 

Challenge (limited) 
Champion
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